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Tropical ecosystems are often biodiversity hotspots, and invertebrates represent the
main underrepresented component of diversity in large-scale analyses. This problem
is partly related to the scarcity of data widely available to conduct these studies and
the lack of systematic organization of knowledge about invertebrates’ distributions
in biodiversity hotspots. Here, we introduce and analyze a comprehensive data
compilation of Amazonian ant diversity. Using records from 1817 to 2020 from both
published and unpublished sources, we describe the diversity and distribution of ant
species in the Brazilian Amazon Basin. Further, using high-definition images and data
from taxonomic publications, we build a comprehensive database of morphological
traits for the ant species that occur in the region. In total, we recorded 1067 nominal
species in the Brazilian Amazon Basin, with sampling locations strongly biased by
access routes, urban centers, research institutions and major infrastructure projects.
Large areas where ant sampling is non-existent represent about 52% of the basin and
are concentrated mainly in the northern, southeastern and western Brazilian Amazon.
We found that distance to roads is the main driver of ant sampling in the Amazon.
Contrary to our expectations, morphological traits had lower predictive power in
predicting sampling bias than purely geographic variables. However, when geographic
predictors were controlled, habitat stratum and traits contribute to explain the
remaining variance. More species were recorded in better-sampled areas, but species
richness estimation models suggest that areas in southern Amazonian edge forests are
associated with especially high species richness. Our results represent the first traitbased, large-scale study for insects in Amazonian forests and a starting point for
macroecological studies focusing on insect diversity in the Amazon Basin.
Keywords: Amazonian ants, ant morphology, neotropical biodiversity, sampling bias,
vertical stratification
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Introduction
Tropical ecosystems are vital to maintaining the Earth’s biodiversity. These environments host about three-quarters of all
species, including 91% of terrestrial birds and over 75% of
amphibians, terrestrial mammals, ants and flowering plants
(Barlow et al. 2018). However, studies exploring patterns and
mechanisms of species richness and geographic distributions
have been primarily limited to vertebrate or plant taxa (Rull
and Carnaval 2020, Teixido et al. 2020), suggesting that we
should expect true species diversity to be considerably higher
than what has so far been described.
Knowledge shortfalls in tropical environments are driven
by biased sampling efforts around infrastructure projects,
areas under strong anthropogenic impact (cities and managed
areas) or areas that are easy to access (Oliveira et al. 2016,
Barlow et al. 2018, Stropp et al. 2020). Furthermore, recent
studies also show that biodiversity knowledge inside protected
areas is scant, with more than 70% of these areas represented by
fewer than 0.01 species records per km2 (Oliveira et al. 2017).
These shortfalls are present in many taxa, but some groups,
such as invertebrates, may be more affected because they have
a higher proportion of undescribed species (Cardoso et al.
2011) and are highly abundant, demanding more time and
resources to be adequately sampled (Oliveira et al. 2016).
For instance, it is estimated that only 20% of all insect
species have been described, which represents a high barrier
to understanding diversity (Stork et al. 2015). Further, this
lack of taxonomic description (i.e., the Linnean shortfall)
is followed by the absence of high-resolution distributional
data (i.e., the Wallacean shortfall), which impairs our
understanding of the mechanisms that lead a given species
to establish and thrive in a given environment (Hutchinson
1957, Anderson and Martínez-Meyer 2004).
Taxonomic shortfalls typically cascade to other facets of
biodiversity. For instance, the Raunkiæran shortfall represents
the lack of species trait data (morphological, physiological or
behavioral), which are essential to determine functional effects
and responses of species in ecosystems (Hortal et al. 2015).
Analyses on functional traits have been stressed as powerful
approaches in community ecology (Fukami et al. 2005,
Blonder et al. 2017), particularly for arthropods (Wong et al.
2019), expanding comparative analysis between ecosystems
and regions. Interpreting species assemblages as a distribution
of quantitative traits rather than a collection of taxonomic
units may result in models with greater predictive power
(McGill et al. 2006). The functional approach considers that
traits or attributes are under selection from environmental
filters and biotic interactions (Violle et al. 2007), linking
morphological traits with ecological niches. Consequently,
functional traits can also indicate other sampling biases. For
example, casual collectors or particular sampling methods
can more easily collect conspicuous or larger organisms (Lee
and Guénard 2019), while hypogaeic organisms (usually
smaller, with particular morphological traits, e.g., reduced
eyes) require a targeted sampling effort (Kaspari and Weiser
1999, Schmidt and Solar 2010). However, to our knowledge,
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Linnean, Wallacean and Raunkiæran shortfalls for tropical
biodiversity have not been considered together so far.
Ants (Hymenoptera: Formicidae) are considered a
highly diverse group and are numerically and ecologically
dominant in tropical forests (Folgarait 1998, Lach et al.
2010). Furthermore, they are easily sampled and have
a relatively well-established taxonomy (Hölldobler and
Wilson 1990, Underwood and Fisher 2006), including
standardized functional trait sampling protocols (Parr et al.
2017). Such characteristics make ants a prominent group for
morphological studies compared to other invertebrates.
Morphological traits often reflect the range of habitats
occupied by species in an ecosystem (Wong and Guénard
2017, Oliveira and Scheffers 2019). Classical hypotheses
suggest that communities become more vertically stratified
with increasing species richness, owing to reduced competition
or finer niche subdivision (Hutchinson 1959, MacArthur and
MacArthur 1961), leading to changes in the morphological
diversity of assemblages. In ants, vertical stratification is
typically well-defined, with distinct morphological traits
from underground to canopy habitats (Fowler et al. 2000,
Wong and Guénard 2017, Sosiak and Barden 2021). For
example, subterranean ants have much shorter legs than
surface-foraging ants, while arboreal ants have much larger
eyes than subterranean, leaf-litter and ground-foraging ants
(Weiser and Kaspari 2006, Sosiak and Barden 2021). These
differences reflect the selective environmental pressures on
species morphology.
To address shortfalls in biodiversity knowledge for the
world's most expansive, contiguous tropical forest, here
we present the first large-scale biodiversity assessment of a
highly diverse group in the Brazilian Amazon Basin. On an
unprecedented scale, we describe ant distribution, diversity
and morphological traits, aiming to answer the following
questions: 1) How many ant species have been recorded in
the Brazilian Amazon? 2) How is sampling effort distributed
across the basin and among habitat strata? 3) What are
the main determinants of ant records based on geographic
predictors (roads, rivers, cities and degree of urbanization)
and ant characteristics (habitat strata and morphological
traits)?

Material and methods
The occurrence database for ants in the Brazilian
Amazon Basin

The Brazilian Amazon encompasses about 4 196 943 km2 of
the ~ 6 500 000 km2 that make up the Amazon basin (IBGE
2004). We obtained all records available in the literature
for the Brazilian Amazon (from 1817 to 2020) through the
Global Ant Biodiversity Informatics (GABI – Guénard et al.
2017) project. Then, we compiled additional data on ant
occurrences in the Brazilian Amazon from online databases and scientific repositories in Brazil. We also included
checklists from non-published sources, mainly dissertations,

master’s theses, field expeditions and environmental assessment reports, to compile the most comprehensive information on ant occurrences in the Brazilian Amazon (Supporting
information). We obtained these checklists from Brazil’s leading research centers on taxonomy, systematics and ant biology (see Acknowledgments). We only considered nominal
ant taxa (species and subspecies); informal taxa (morphospecies) were not included.
From the specimen label or information found in the
researchers’ field notes, we used Gazetteer (<www.fallingrain.
com>) and Google Earth (<https://earth.google.com>)
software to search for the sampling location of each ant
record that did not include coordinates, and georeferenced
those records from the search results. We disregarded
occurrences for first-order administrative divisions (i.e., states
in Brazil), nonspecific localities (i.e., large rivers and roads)
and information labeled ‘Amazon’ or ‘Brazilian Amazon’ (but
see Analysis).
Species identifications were validated by examining the
specimen (directly, sending to the specialist or by high-resolution images) and reviewing the identification tools used
for species determination (for literature data). For questionable records and records of geographic expansions, experts
in the taxon were consulted. Data that could not be validated using the tools described above were not considered.
This taxonomic treatment was carried out by LPP and JAS
and excluded 5.82% of the ant species previously surveyed
for the Brazilian Amazon. Valid species names were based
on the Online Catalog of the Ants of the World (Bolton
2022, checked in April 2022). The curated ant occurrence
database for the Brazilian Amazon used here is available in
the Supporting information and in the Dryad repository
(<https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.ht76hdrj8>).
Habitat stratification of the ant fauna

We classified the ant fauna in the Brazilian Amazon based on
foraging strata. The information about foraging strata is the
most widely available and accessible source of information
about ant biology and was retrieved directly from the
taxonomic literature and online datasets. However, given
the absence of natural history information for many species,
we consulted experts to record the foraging strata of those
ant species without information in the taxonomic literature.
Despite this, information on foraging stratum could not be
obtained for some species (i.e., known species from a single
record without collection details). In these cases (about 8%
of total), the stratum predominantly occupied by the genus
was assumed, except for Pheidole and Camponotus. Given
the high species richness and behavioral variation within
these particular genera, we instead used species groups and
subgenera, respectively, to define strata. Due to differences in
functions and morphological modifications between wingless
and winged ant castes, ant species known only for winged
individuals were excluded (about 3.5%).
We recognize four major foraging strata of ants in the
Brazilian Amazon (Fig. 1): 1) arboreal: species that forage

primarily on vegetation (trees or shrubs); 2) epigaeic: species
that forage mainly above the leaf litter; 3) epigaeic + arboreal:
species that use both arboreal and epigaeic strata for their
foraging; and 4) hypogaeic: species that forage underground
or below the surface of the leaf litter. Due to the low number
of ant species (39) that forage in both epigaeic and hypogaeic
strata, we aggregated these species into the epigaeic stratum.
The morphological traits database

We constructed a database of morphological traits based on
five continuous measurements (Silva and Brandão 2010,
2014, Del-Toro et al. 2015) (Table 1) for all ant species
recorded in the Brazilian Amazon Basin (Supporting
information). These traits were selected because they are
classified as priority information in functional aspects of
ant ecology (see the Global Ant Traits Database, Parr et al.
2017). Our database was based on more than 3000 highdefinition images (available on Antweb or taken during visits
to collections), including lateral, frontal and dorsal views. For
species without high-definition images available, we obtained
morphological traits from the taxonomic literature when
possible, leading to data extracted from over 40 publications
(Supporting information). We employed ImageJ software to
record the measurements (<http://imagej.nih.gov/ij>).
At large scales, the extent of intraspecific variation depends
strongly on the trait under consideration, but intraspecific
variation contributes less to trait variation than the interspecific variability (Siefert et al. 2015). Studies on intraspecific
trait variation in ant assemblages have suggested that intraspecific variation accounts for only 1–4% of total trait variation
(Gaudard et al. 2019). Due to this, we measured one specimen for each species present in the Brazilian Amazon, and we
always prioritized type specimens over non-type specimens.
Morphological measurements from synonymized species were
also avoided. However, unlike measurements made with specimens in hand – when it is possible to handle the specimen
to standardize measurements of a structure in a single view
– measurements made from images require adjustments. For
example, when applying a standardized measurement protocol of a given structure was impossible, we used the image
view that best represented the measured morphological trait.
Although this can be the source of some degree of error (not
quantified in the present study), this approach allows us to
maximize the size of the morphological database.
Some morphological traits can only be measured at a specific view (e.g., Weber’s length in a profile view image). Thus,
measurements were not carried out when appropriate images
were not available, and instead data were imputed (see Data
preparation and morphological traits). Measurements performed on different specimens were never combined to fill in
species data. Whenever possible, we used the minor workers
to standardize the measurements, as is routinely done in studies of the morphological diversity of ants (Silva and Brandão
2010, Bishop et al. 2015, Schofield et al. 2016). However,
when these were not available, we used major workers to
obtain morphological measurements (3.58% of total).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the four ant foraging strata recognized for the species pool in the Brazilian Amazon Basin. Arboreal: on vegetation
(trees or shrubs); Epigaeic: above the leaf litter or surface of the soil; epigaeic + arboreal: both arboreal and epigaeic strata; hypogeic:
underground or below the surface of the leaf litter.

Some ant species have vestigial or absent eyes, making it
impossible to measure some morphological traits. We assigned
the following rule for these species: when the species did not
show eyes, we assigned a value equal to 0 (zero) for ‘maximum
eye size’. The same procedure was adopted for morphological
traits related to eyes, such as ‘interocular distance’. This protocol allows keeping such species in the analyses and maintains
their unique morphological characteristics.
Data preparation and morphological traits

We combined morphological data extracted from images
and taxonomic literature, but missing data were common

due to inadequate or unavailable specimen image views
and damaged specimens (lacking the required morphological structures). Thus, we applied data imputation to
fill 12.65% of the morphological matrix using multivariate imputation by chained equations (MICE) (Van Buuren
and Oudshoorn 2000). The MICE approach preserves the
observed data but explicitly provides a set of imputed values for missing data. We imputed 50 estimates for each
morphological trait and used the median of these values
to fill in missing data for each morphological trait. To
run these imputations, we used the function mice in the
R package mice (Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn
2011, <www.r-project.org>).

Table 1. Morphological traits and biological significance associated with ant morphology used in the present study. Adapted from Silva and
Brandão (2010).
Morphological traits

Biological significance

Mandible length
Maximum eye size
Interocular distance
Weber’s length

Determines the size of the captured food resource (Fowler et al. 1991, Weiser and Kaspari 2006).
Important character for food search (Weiser and Kaspari 2006).
Eye position might influence the performance of visual predators (Fowler et al. 1991).
Indicates body size and is related to several aspects of species’ life history, such as physiology and reproduction
(Kaspari and Weiser 1999).
A larger size favors agility, locomotion and finding resources during foraging but makes it challenging to enter
cavities and is unfavorable in more complex environments (Gibb and Parr 2013). This trait is also important to
avoid high surface temperatures, resulting in differences among strata (Sommer and Wehner 2012).

Hind femur length
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Analysis
Diversity and distribution of ant species in the Brazilian
Amazon

Many occurrences retrieved from the literature (GABI) and
research institutions were attributed with only the first-order
administrative division. However, three of the nine states
that make up the Brazilian Amazon do not have their whole
territory covered by the basin. Therefore, we assembled two
datasets: one to simply check the number of described species
that occur in the Brazilian Amazon (including all occurrences,
with or without geographic coordinate data), and another
with the coordinate data, which were used in the analyses.
Although we have included all the species records sampled
in the whole territory of the three states partially covered by
the Brazilian Amazon Basin, species with coordinate data
outside the limits of the Brazilian Amazon were excluded in
the following analysis.
We made species richness and sampling completeness
estimates across the Brazilian Amazon using the rarefaction/
extrapolation approach detailed by Chao et al. (2014). We
calculated the observed and estimated ant richness, as well
as sampling completeness, for each 10 arcmin grid cell (~20
km at the equator) based on the ant occurrences within a
moving window, which had a width of 20 grid cells (total
area ~160 000 km2). We experimented with different window
widths (5 through 30 grid cells) and raster resolutions (2.5
through 10 arcmin) before deciding on this parameterization,
which we think was the best balance between smoothness of
the mapped predictions and appropriate spatial resolution to
define communities for our dataset. Specifically, for each window we made a frequency table representing the number of
occurrences per grid cell for each species (i.e., ‘incidences’),
then used the iNEXT function (with ‘incidence_freq’ setting
for data type) in the R package iNEXT (Hsieh et al. 2016)
to make diversity estimations based on these frequencies and
the total number of cells as sampling units. This approach
returns single estimates for estimated richness, observed richness and sampling completeness for the window, and this
process was repeated for all grid cells within the study extent.
To avoid unreliable estimates, we followed a similar methodology to Kusumoto et al. (2020) by omitting calculations for
windows with too few grid cells containing occurrence points
(in our case, < 2) or those with as many singletons as there
were total occurrence points, though our approach differed
as we applied no constraint to the number of species within
a window.
Taxonomic and functional sampling biases in ants

Considering the high correlation between size measurements
in ants (such as length or width of morphological structures),
we standardized all measurements by Weber’s length, removing the relationship between this trait and the other measurements. Therefore, we use ant size and relative measures in the
following analyses.
We prepared a map based on kernel density estimation
(KDE) with a bandwidth of 100 km to describe the ant sampling distribution in the Brazilian Amazon. We use KDE

to describe where the highest ant sampling densities are
concentrated and which regions show deficits in sampling
efforts in the Brazilian Amazon. Further, to describe whether
sampling efforts were related to protected areas (conservation units and indigenous lands), we extracted the relative
amount of sampling by counting points (geographic coordinates) inside and outside of protected areas using QGIS
ver. 2.18.2 (QGIS Development Team 2019). Shapefiles for
the Brazilian Amazon and protected areas were provided by
Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística (IBGE, <www.
ibge.gov.br>) and Ministério do Meio Ambiente (<www.
mma.gov.br>) in Brazil, respectively.
We used a generalized linear model (GLM) to estimate
the determinants of the sampling bias in the ant occurrence
records. Given that our goal was to measure the bias itself
rather than to estimate the environmental associations of
the species, we did not rarefy the occurrence data, as this
would remove much of the signal that we were trying to
measure. As predictor variables we used morphological
traits, foraging stratum and geographic features, including
highways, rivers, roads, urban areas and degree of
urbanization. We randomly sampled background data
over the Brazilian Amazon Basin with the same number
of points as the occurrence data and performed a binomial
regression that treats the background as ‘pseudoabsences’,
similar to the use of background data in species distribution
models (Peterson et al. 2011). Background point values
for the geographic predictor variables were extracted by
grid cell. For the other variables we randomly sampled the
trait and foraging stratum matrices, representing the overall
distribution of these variables, but without any correlation
to the bias predictors. Therefore, these background data
represent the expected trait distribution under the null
hypothesis that species were equally common and occurred
randomly in space. We built four GLMs: Model 1 is the full
model containing the effects of foraging stratum, traits and
geographic predictors. We further included an interaction
term between stratum and other predictors to determine
whether there is significantly different sampling based
on habitat stratum. Model 2 also includes all variables,
but no interaction terms. In this model, different strata
may differ in overall sampling effort but the shape of the
relationship between the geographic predictors or traits and
the probability of detection will not be affected. Model 3
includes the spatial predictors only, modeling ant occurrence
as a function of the geographic variables, with no trait data
or habitat stratum in the model. Model 4 includes habitat
strata and an interaction term between stratum and each
of the geographic predictors. In this model, we removed
predictors for ant morphology. We compared these four
GLMs using Akaike information criterion (AIC, Burnham
and Anderson 2002) values to find the model that best fits
the data while controlling for overparameterization. Finally,
spatial projections were made from the optimal model to
predict sampling bias. Modeling and plots of results (variable
importance in the models, predicted relative sampling
intensity and variance explained by habitat stratum and
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traits in the space) were implemented in the ENMTools R
package (Warren et al. 2021) and modified as needed to
match the data. Additionally, in order to test for the relative
impact of different predictors on spatial sampling bias, we
adopted the permutation approach implemented in the vip
R package (Greenwell et al. 2020).
Because the morphological and foraging stratum variables
cannot be projected onto a map directly, we also analyzed
how much of the variance in spatial sampling in each area was
explained by these variables. To do this, we chose five values
for each morphological character representing the 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75 and 1.0 quantiles of the distribution of that character.
For each of these values, we created raster layers for the study
area where every grid cell was fixed at that value. We then
projected the full GLM across every combination of stratum
and quantile for each morphological variable, resulting in
100 model projections (4 strata × 5 morphological variables
× 5 quantiles per variable). We then measured the variance
in predictions between all levels of each variable, averaging
across all values of the remaining variables.
Raster data were provided by IBGE (access routes) and
Infraestrutura Nacional de Dados Espaciais (<https://inde.
gov.br>; populated place and degree of urbanization).

Results
Diversity of ants in the Brazilian Amazon Basin

We recorded 47 454 ant occurrences, comprising 1067 ant
species in 106 genera and 12 subfamilies, from published and
unpublished sources (Supporting information). However,
5088 ant occurrences had only first-order administrative division information (state) or nonspecific localities (i.e., large rivers and roads), and 70 ant species (1360 occurrences) did not
contain any information about localities or precise geographic
information. Therefore, the results presented here refer to a
pool of 997 ant species retrieved from 41 006 records.
The most frequently sampled ant genera (> 2000 records)
were Camponotus (4808), Ectatomma (4006), Cephalotes
(3668), Pseudomyrmex (3667), Dolichoderus (2553),
Strumigenys (2427), Crematogaster (2266) and Pheidole
(2047). Together, these genera contain about 54% of all ant
records in the Brazilian Amazon Basin. The most frequently
collected species (> 1000 records) were Ectatomma tuberculatum (Olivier 1792) (1729), Ectatomma brunneum Smith
1858 (1612), Camponotus atriceps (Smith 1858) (1403),
Cephalotes atratus (Linnaeus 1758) (1272) and Strumigenys
denticulata Mayr, 1887 (1077). On the other hand, 315 ant
species (about 29%) had fewer than five records.
Observed ant richness was highest in the central and
eastern regions of the Brazilian Amazon and lowest in the
northern, southern and western regions (except in areas of
Acre and Rondônia States; Fig. 2A). Extrapolated richness
estimates further indicate that regions to the south (in the
State of Mato Grosso) and north (in the State of Roraima) are
predicted to harbor high richness (Fig. 2B).
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We found that arboreal (316 species) and epigaeic (275
species) strata had the highest taxonomic diversity. The strata
associated with hypogaeic (n = 260) and epigaeic + arboreal
(n = 103) species had the lowest taxonomic diversity.
Distribution of ant records in the Brazilian Amazon
Basin

Ant sampling was highly uneven throughout the Brazilian
Amazon (Fig. 3). This deficit is concentrated mainly in the
north, covering the whole east–west axis from the Amazon
River to the border between the Brazilian Amazon and the
international Amazon (Fig. 3). Further, we observed that
many areas were never sampled, such as in the southeast and
west of the Brazilian Amazon (Fig. 3) and inside protected
areas (about 27% of records; Supporting information).
Sampling completeness for the 20 km2 cells suggested higher
coverage along the main axis of the Amazon River to the
eastern Amazon (Fig. 2C).
On the other hand, a few specific localities contained an
unusually large number of records (Fig. 3). For example, about
39% of records occur in metropolitan areas in the Brazilian
Amazon, such as Belém in the eastern Amazon (13%) and
Manaus in the central Amazon (12.6%). These localities
represent regions where the major scientific institutions in the
Brazilian Amazon have historically performed biodiversity
surveys and ecological studies (Museu Paraense Emílio
Goeldi and Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazônia,
respectively). We also detected a high number of records near
major infrastructure projects such as the southeastern (the
largest iron ore mine in the world in the Carajás Mountains)
and southwestern (Jirau and Santo Antônio hydroelectric
power plants) regions.
Taxonomic and functional ant sampling biases in the
Brazilian Amazon

Of the 997 ant species recorded in the Brazilian Amazon,
we could not locate any morphological information or highquality images for 43 species. Therefore, the results involving
trait data morphological diversity refer to a reduced pool of
954 ant species. Of these, 483 ant species had some trait
value that had to be determined by data imputation (12.65%
of the morphological dataset).
From the AIC comparison, the full model with trait
data and interactions between habitat stratum and other
variables (model 1) provided the best fit (Table 2). Variable
importance tests showed that distance to roads and urban
areas had a higher contribution than the distance to rivers,
degree of urbanization or distance to highways (Fig. 4).
Although the overall variance in predicted sampling intensity
was only slightly affected by habitat stratum and traits
(Fig. 5), we obtained better predictions of sampling intensity
by incorporating these data. In this case, habitat stratum
followed by body size and interocular distance were the main
ant characteristics explaining spatial variation in ant sampling
(i.e., when geographic predictors were fixed and did not

Figure 2. Estimates of observed richness (A), estimated richness (B) and sampling completeness (C) of ant species in the Brazilian Amazon
Basin. These maps were generated using a moving window (400 km2) that calculated the rarefaction/extrapolation approach described in
Chao et al. (2014) based on the ant occurrence data. Areas with no data (i.e. could not be calculated) are colored gray. An equal area (Eckert
IV) projection was used in the analysis. Maps were projected to a geographic coordinate system for viewing purposes.

contribute to this variance). In general, the highest peaks of
ant record density in the Brazilian Amazon are located < 1
km from the access routes and in grid cells with more than
75% urbanization (Supporting information).

Discussion
Although invertebrates are among the most abundant and
diverse organisms in tropical forests, they are underrepresented in large-scale analyses (Stein et al. 2014, Teixido et al.
2020). For the first time, our study combines species occurrences and morphological traits over a large area of the world’s
largest tropical forest to describe species richness, distribution
and sampling biases of a major invertebrate group. We found
that ant sampling in the Brazilian Amazon Basin is highly
uneven, mainly concentrated around roads and not near
rivers, as is commonly recorded for diverse taxa (Vale and
Jenkins 2012). Large areas where ant sampling is non-existent
are abundant, while protected areas are sampled poorly or not
at all. These sampling biases indicate substantial knowledge
shortfalls for the ant fauna in the Brazilian Amazon (e.g.,

Wallacean, Linnean and Raunkiæran). Our effort is the first
extensive assessment of two dimensions of ant diversity (distribution and morphology) and provides the foundation for
future large-scale ecological studies on ants in the Amazon
Basin, as well as indicates new areas for biodiversity surveys.
The known ant richness in the Brazilian Amazon is high,
representing 61.8% of the diversity of ants currently recorded
for Brazil (Guénard et al. 2017). Despite this, the true number of ant species in the Amazon Basin is underestimated due
to spatial gaps (distribution and sampling methodology) and
taxonomic impediments. Further, lower taxonomic resolution and many undescribed species may also hide some distributional patterns. For example, Pheidole is the most common,
dominant and speciose genus of ants globally (Bolton 2022)
and is often considered the most diverse in ecological studies in the Amazon (Fernandes and Souza 2018, Franco et al.
2019). However, it was only the eighth-most diverse genus
in our study, due to the lack of species identifications in
ecological surveys and limited geographic coverage in species descriptions. This disconnect is even more dramatic for
Solenopsis, another ubiquitous and dominant genus that is
not among the 10 most frequent genera in our database. In
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Figure 3. Ant sampling density (top) and predictions from a GLM model of sampling intensity (bottom) in the Brazilian Amazon Basin. The
records (n = 41 006) are from published sources (1817–2020), online repositories, Brazilian research institutions and unpublished sources.
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Table 2. Result of model selection based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) for the determinants of ant records in the Brazilian
Amazon Basin. See the analysis section for detailed description of models; numbers given after each model name in the table correspond
to the description of that model in the text. K = number of parameters in the model; AICc = AIC score of the model with correction for small
sample size; delta AICc = difference in AICc score between the best model and the model being compared; AICcWt = AICc weight, which is
the proportion of the total amount of predictive power provided by the full set of models contained in the model being assessed; LnL: loglikelihood; Cum.Wt = sum of the AICc weights for all models less than or equal to the AICc of the given model.
Model names

K

AICc

Delta AICc

AICcWt

LnL

Cum.Wt

Full model (1)
Full model without interactions (2)
Spatial variables only (3)
Spatial variables and stratum (4)

44
14
6
24

79 920.21
80 661.84
80 663.44
79 934.82

0.00
741.62
743.23
14.61

0.999
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

−39 916.08
−40 316.92
−40 325.72
−39 943.40

0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00

addition to the taxonomic gaps, the difficulty in determining
species boundaries based on their morphology makes identification at the species level especially challenging. Thus, the
widespread use of morphospecies in ecological studies and
large sampling gaps suggest that the true ant diversity in the
Brazilian Amazon Basin may represent a larger portion of the
Neotropical fauna than currently recognized.
The extent and degree of sampling bias we observed for
collections of ants in the Brazilian Amazon is alarming. We
found that the areas with highest sampling coverage are close
to roads, urban centers and outside protected areas. Sampling
biases are common across different tropical regions and
biological groups (Gardner et al. 2009, Oliveira et al. 2016,
2017, Baldwin et al. 2018, Divieso et al. 2020). This pattern
results from the cumulative sampling efforts that generally

occur around research institutions located primarily in large
cities, resulting in many remote protected areas left unsampled
in the Brazilian Amazon. In turn, this sampling bias has direct
impacts on the observed characteristics of the sampled fauna
(habitat stratum and trait data). Since deforestation generally
begins close to the main roads (Amigo 2020), disturbancetolerant species may be over-represented, while forest species
less tolerant of disturbance may be underrepresented. Similar
results were found for plants (Tobler et al. 2007, Daru et al.
2018), other arthropods and vertebrates (Oliveira et al. 2016).
Together with recent findings, our results highlight an urgent
need for coordinated actions and multi-taxon approaches in
different and more isolated areas.
Historically, sampling in the Amazon was performed
along the Amazon River, spreading along its tributaries and

Figure 4. Variable importance in a generalized linear model (GLM) of spatial sampling bias. Importance is measured as the change in the
area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve for the resulting model when the values for one predictor are randomized. Higher
values indicate variables that more strongly affect quality of model predictions.
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Figure 5. Amount of variation in each grid cell explained by stratum and morphological traits. Here we measure this as the standard
deviation of model predictions in that grid cell across all quantile values of the focal trait, averaging over the predictions for the remaining
traits. Although the overall variance explained by stratum and traits is small, it is not homogeneous; even within some well-sampled areas,
there is an unequal sampling of strata and morphologies. EL = maximum eye size; FL = hind femur length; ID = interocular distance;
ML = mandible length; WL = Weber’s length.

around major towns (Santos et al. 2015). Although research
has become more widespread in the last two decades, the
trend toward sampling areas following rivers in the Amazon
has persisted (Santos et al. 2015, Oliveira et al. 2016),
mainly among major studied groups such as vertebrates and
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plants (Hopkins 2007, Vale and Jenkins 2012). We found,
however, that roads (not rivers) constitute the main driver of
ant sampling bias in the Brazilian Amazon. This result may
reflect limited financial investments (Costa and Magnusson
2010), as well as the scarcity of collaborative efforts to

sample regions unexplored in the Amazon (Santos et al.
2015, McMichael et al. 2017). Similar results have
recently been documented for ants in the eastern Amazon
(Albuquerque et al. 2021).
Estimated ant species richness patterns across the Brazilian
Amazon suggest higher diversity in the best-sampled regions
(e.g., central portions along the Amazon River and the eastern
Amazon) but they also highlight that the often-cited ‘arc of
deforestation’ region (Matricardi et al. 2020) along the east
and south may harbor a high and undescribed ant diversity.
These areas are at the interface with savannah vegetation and
among the most threatened by the expanding deforestation
frontier (Arruda et al. 2021).
Our comprehensive database clearly shows that knowledge
shortfalls are enormous in the Amazon, mainly in the
northern (from the Amazon River), southeastern and western
regions and protected areas. Large knowledge shortfalls
are problematic because they hamper a clear vision of the
distribution of biodiversity and the possible taxonomic and
functional loss caused, for example, by habitat conversion
(Barlow et al. 2016, Divieso et al. 2020). A recent study
pointed out that, by 2017, 12% of the Brazilian Amazon
had been deforested without having a single tree specimen
recorded (Stropp et al. 2020). Considering that Linnaean
and Wallacean knowledge shortfalls affect invertebrate taxa
more severely (Cardoso et al. 2011) and the current higher
deforestation rates in the Amazon, we may never sufficiently
document the species diversity and composition of these
regions (Paiva et al. 2019), including multiple species
unknown to science.
Protected areas are considered cornerstones for curbing the
loss of biodiversity, but their effectiveness in the tropics has
not been determined due to the lack of surveys (Cazalis et al.
2020). Protected areas cover about 51% of the Brazilian Basin
(Salomão et al. 2019). Many of these areas are considered
responsible for maintaining high levels of biological diversity
with the potential to reveal many new species (Fearnside
2013). The scarcity of ant records within protected areas in
the Brazilian Amazon seriously affects our understanding
of the region’s biological diversity and compromises the
conservation status of these environments (Hallmann et al.
2017, Cazalis et al. 2020).
Taxonomic and functional ant sampling biases

The lack of knowledge about ant morphological traits in
the Brazilian Amazon is also pervasive. Morphological data
offer a consistent approach to evaluate the processes that
structure and organize ant communities, enabling predictions about species’ evolutionary and ecological aspects
(Silva and Brandão 2010, Gibb et al. 2015). Despite this
importance, morphological information for 43 ant species
is entirely absent, and about 12% of the morphological
matrix required data imputation for some trait value. The
absence or constraints in available morphological data can
affect our knowledge about the evolution, diversity and relationships among traits, and ultimately compromise efficient

conservation of species and ecosystems (Hortal et al. 2015,
Freitas et al. 2021).
Another problem affecting trait data in our database is
sampling methods (Lee and Guénard 2019). Particular sampling methods normally target one or a few strata, resulting in a biased view of overall ant diversity. Pitfall traps are
widely used in monitoring programs in the Amazon for their
low costs and highest complementarity with ant assemblages
recorded by other techniques (Souza et al. 2012). However,
in forest environments, the trait compositions of communities sampled by pitfall traps are dominated by traits relative to
size (Lee and Guénard 2019). Thus, sampling methods may
also be a source of biases in documenting morphological patterns of ants in the Brazilian Amazon.
Our results reveal that ant diversity in the Brazilian Amazon
is high but, even with our comprehensive review, this diversity is largely unknown. The knowledge shortfalls are gaping,
abundant and require coordinated action to reveal dimensions
of ant biodiversity across different forest habitats. We strongly
recommend carrying out ant surveys within protected areas,
far from the main roads especially in the northern (from the
Amazon River to the boundary of the international Amazon),
western and southeastern regions. Sampling efforts should
also prioritize undersampled strata (e.g., leaf-litter, canopy
and underground). These coordinated actions, combined
with increased investments in the training and qualification of
researchers (e.g., taxonomists and ecologists) and infrastructure (laboratories and scientific collections), will maximize
biodiversity discovery and thus reduce knowledge shortfalls
for under-described taxa. Ultimately, these knowledge-based
approaches are necessary to implement efficient conservation policies and management strategies to limit ongoing and
future damage to the various ecological components of the
globe’s largest tropical forest. Our study can be a baseline for
the inclusion of insects in future macroecological analyses that
seek to address biodiversity knowledge shortfalls.
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